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Introduction 

Tashkent Astronomical Observatory (now Ulugh Beg 
Astronomical Institute of the Uzbek Academy of 
Sciences) was founded in 1873. Originally built out 
of the city, now it is located within it. Due to good 
seeing conditions and specific climate with over 300 
sunny days per year Tashkent Observatory became 
an important site of solar observations.  
Currently UBAI archives contain a wide variety of 
solar data.  



First  Solar Observations  
 The first solar observations were performed in 1884, but they 

were irregular and short. We found records of 5 separate  
isolated series of sunspot observations during 1884-1917. 

 Period of observations Methods and 
instruments 

Program Observers 

 
1884-1889 

 
Visual, 6”refractor 

Sunspot Drawings, 
heliocoordinates, areas 

Zalesskiy and 
Pomeranzev 

 
1904-1906 

Visual, 
6”refractor(new lens) 

Heliocoordinates, 
drawings and statistics of 
sunspots 

 
Osipov 

1907-1911, March Visual, 3” tube Drawings and statistics 
of sunspots 

Sikora 

 
1912, September -1917 

 
Visual, 6”refractor 

Sunspot Drawings, 
heliocoordinates 

Bulaevskiy and 
Auzan 

1913, December – 
1927, December 

Photographic, 
6”refractor with 
magnifying camera 

Rozanov 



Sunspot drawings March, 17,1888 

 



Systematic observations 
 

• From year 1932 solar observations became more 
systematic.  

• In 1932 TAO was equipped with a Zeiss solar spectroscope. 
Since then regular observations of prominences in the 
hydrogen Hα-line have been carried out. 

• Since 1936 Tashkent Observatory took part in the 
International Flare Patrol, organized on G.E. Hale’s 
initiative. 

• In 1958 a new chromospheric telescope with Hα-filter was 
installed, which allowed to perform survey of the 
chromosphere and flares. 

• In 1967 a horizontal solar telescope AZU-5 was installed. 



Data that we have: 
Sunspots drawings (since 1932) 

November, 16, 1949 
 



Drawings of sunspot groups 
November, 15-20, 1949 

 



Prominences, Filaments and Floccule data  
(since 1932) 

 



 



 



Summary of our plans 
• Digitize all historical solar data and 

preserve them at the global HASO 
archive. 

• Study the influence of different apertures  
on the number of observed sunspots on 
the basis of historical data and modeling. 

• Compare solar activity indexes from the 
historical data with the international 
unified indexes. 
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